LEXICAL AND EXPLANATORY NOTES
ON DIO CHRYSOSTOM
This article draws its origin from two relevant articles by
Gilbert Highet published in GRBS 15 and 17 (1974 and 1976) and
may be seen as a supplement to them. It contains lexical and some
explanatory notes on certain passages of Dio Chrysostom, as well
as additions to LSJ – whose recent Revised Supplement has not
really paid more attention to Dio than this Lexicon had paid to him
in the first instance (cf. Highet, GRBS 15 [1974] 247 init.). Most of
the material comes from Dio’s Seventh Discourse, with which I
have dealt extensively in my unpublished Ph.D thesis (A Commentary on the Seventh Discourse of Dio Chrysostomos, London
1981). For the present paper I have also made use of the TLG (Version E), so as to find out whether a particular phrase or syntax
appears first in Dio or occurs in other authors as well, contemporary with him or earlier.
For the convenience of readers with lexicographical interests
I have arranged the material alphabetically, following Highet’s
practice. Some of my notes, however, are not restricted to lexicographical matters, but contain also explanatory and interpretative
remarks on the relevant passages of Dio, which seemed necessary
for the proper interpretation of those passages or pertinent enough
to include.
êkleistow:
7.140: ˜pvw Ím›n mØ tå fanerå taËta ka‹ êkleista oﬁkÆmata
tåw kekleism°naw oﬁk¤aw ka‹ toÁw ¶ndoyen yalãmouw énapetãs˙:
êkleista oﬁkÆmata means here ‘houses open to everyone’, in contrast to kekleism°naw oﬁk¤aw, i. e. respectable houses, where admittance is always under strict control and presumably only allowed
to decent persons who have been invited (so also ¶ndoyen yalãmouw, ‘the women’s apartments, the inner part of the house’ [LSJ,
s. v. yãlamow I. 1.], which are not seen by anybody, is contrasted to
fanerå oﬁkÆmata, which are conspicuous to everyone). Such a
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nuance is missing from LSJ, s. v. êkleistow, which renders merely
‘not closed or fastened’, without citing Dio. A reference to Dio’s
passage should be added, along with an explanation of its particular meaning: ‘not closed to admittance, allowing unrestricted admittance (for a brothel), D. Chr. 7.140’.
énalambãnv:
7.56 (fin.): ßvw én°labon (sc. ≤mçw) épecugm°nouw: “until
they made us regain our strength (they made us recover / revive),
as we had grown very cold (chilled)”. Dio’s passage clearly requires a construction of énalambãnv c. acc. pers. (trans.). In LSJ,
s. v. énalambãnv, II. 3., we find this construction of the verb, but
only as ‘é. •autÒn recover oneself, regain strength’, with examples
from Thucydides, Plato Comicus, and Menander. It is perhaps
Dio who first makes use of the properly transitive, non-reflexive
construction (7.56), and accordingly a reference to him should be
made in LSJ, l. c. The TLG too gives no examples earlier to the
one of Dio.
énapetãnnumi:
7.140: énapetãs˙ (see on êkleistow above): the only relevant
example in LSJ, s. v. énapetãnnumi, is tåw pÊlaw ‘throw wide the
gates’ (Hdt. 3.146, cf. Xen. An. 7.1.17); perhaps a reference to
D. Chr. 7.140 might be added: ‘open wide, oﬁk¤aw, yalãmouwÉ.
èpl«w:
7.148: oÏtvw èpl«w ¶x˙: LSJ, s. v. èpl«w, II. 4. give, felicitously: ‘in bad sense, loosely, superficially, . . . lightly’ or, perhaps, in
D. Chr. 7.148, ‘negligently’. D. A. Russell1 actually prints Reiske’s
émel«w, to convey precisely the latter meaning2; but èpl«w ‘in bad
sense’ can probably cover such nuances (cf. E. IA 899 koÈx èpl«w
oÏtv f°rv, ‘I do not treat this lightly’, i. e. ‘I am serious about it, I
do not neglect its importance’) and emendation seems unnecessary.
Note that H. von Arnim (1893), G. de Budé (Teubner 1916) and
J. W. Cohoon (Loeb 1932) all print èpl«w (MSS.).

1) Dio Chrysostom: Orations VII, XII and XXXVI, Cambridge 1992.
2) Other conjectures: sapr«w (possit éyl¤vw vel èbr«w) Emperius, in his
app. crit.
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érgÒw:
7.33: tØn érgØn t∞w x≈raw: LSJ, s. v. érgÒw (B), 2. a. ‘of land’:
after the mention of Thphr. (HP), add ‘opp. x. §nergÒw, D. Chr.
7.33, v. ib. 35’; cf. also below, on §nergÒw (7.35).
bl°pv:
7.70: ka‹ meidiãsaw ¶blecen eﬁw tÚn nean¤skon: in LSJ there is
no example of bl°pv e‡w tina in this sense ‘look at, cast one’s eyes
over someone’ but only bl°pv e‡w ti (s. v. bl°pv, II. 1.) with an early example from A. Pers. 802. Is it as late as in Dio that bl°pv eﬁw
c. acc. pers. appears in the above sense3? Anyhow, bl°pv prÒw c.
acc. pers., in the very sense ‘look at someone’, appears as early as
Plato (Prt. 328d). A reference to Plato and to D. Chr. should be
added in LSJ, l. c. : cf. a similar case below, on §mbl°pv (7.30).
boãv:
7.24: LSJ, s. v. boãv, I. 1. ‘of acclamations’. Before the other
(later) examples, a mention of D. Chr. 7.24 should be added.
d¤dvmi:
7.68: éll’ §ke¤nh . . . pãlai prÚw êndra §dÒyh: d¤dvmi with
prÚw c. acc. pers. does not appear in LSJ, which records (s. v. d¤dvmi,
II. 2.) only the standard classical construction with dat. pers. A
reference to this unusual and postclassical construction with a
prepositional phrase4 and to Dio’s passage should be added in LSJ,
l. c. : ‘of parents, give their daughter to wife’.
d¤xa:
7.106 (init.): d¤xa d¢ Ïdatow: ‘and except for water’: LSJ, s. v.
d¤xa, II. 4. give two references to Aeschylus only, and one might
think that this use is an early poetical one or perhaps confined to
Aeschylus. A reference to D. Chr. 7.106 should be added.

3) The cases listed in LSJ, s. v. bl°pv, II. 2. (where bl°pv e‡w tina = ‘look to,
rely on’) are different.
4) Cf. Russell (n. 1, above) 128 (on § 68): ‘unusual’; W. Schmid, Der Atticismus des Dio Chrysostomos, in: Der Atticismus in seinen Hauptvertretern von
Dionysius von Halikarnass bis auf den zweiten Philostratus, I, Stuttgart 1887 (Hildesheim 1964) 168: ‘ungewöhnlich und spät’. d¤dvmi e‡w ti (from Macho, 3rd c. BC),
added in the LSJ Supplement (cf. the Revised Suppl.), is a different case.
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•draiÒthw:
7.110: ˜sai m°n (viz. t«n sumpas«n katå pÒlin §rgasi«n ka‹
texn«n – cf. §109) s≈mati blabera¤ . . . di' érg¤an te ka‹
•draiÒthta: LSJ, s. v. •draiÒthw, II., refer to Dio’s passage, but their
rendering (‘sedentary occupation’) is not exact: •draiÒthw (an abstract substantive) describes a quality of the occupations in question, not the occupations themselves. Russell’s ‘sedentariness’
(o. c. [n.1, above], 141 [on §110]) is the mot juste.
§mbl°pv:
7.30: ka‹ deinÚn §mbl°caw eﬁw §m°: the construction of this
verb c. eﬁw and acc. pers. does not appear in LSJ, s. v. §mbl°pv. However, apart from D. Chr. 7.30, this construction occurs already
much earlier in Plat. Euthd. 275d §n°blecen eﬁw §m°. See also above,
on bl°pv (7.70).
§nergÒw:
7.35: s. v. §nergÒw, II. ‘of land, productive, opp. érgÒw’ is given
in LSJ with two examples from Xenophon, and one from Plutarch
(in the Comparative). Dio’s x≈ra oﬁkoum°nh ka‹ §nergÒw (7.35;
contrast oﬂ tØn érgØn t∞w x≈raw §rgazÒmenoi ib. 33) is a very good
example from an exact contemporary of Plutarch.
eÈyÊw:
7.69: ka‹ éped≈kamen aÈto›w eÈyÁw t∞w yere¤aw: “straightway (or: forthwith) with the harvest, immediately on reaping”.
The use of eÈyÊw (as adv.) c. gen. to denote time does not appear
in LSJ, s. v. eÈyÊw, B.II. 1. Note that this is not the same as the
construction ‘with a part.’ (ibid. below), as e. g. in toË y°rouw
eÈyÁw érxom°nou (Th. 2.47.1) or paraxr∞ma t«n lÒgvn eﬁrhm°nvn
ka‹ eÈyÁw toË chf¤smatow §panagignvskom°nou (D. 7.19). A parallel to this use of eÈyÊw c. gen. is paraxr∞ma c. gen., see LSJ, s. v.
paraxr∞ma, 2. ‘in later writers’, where the first example mentioned comes from Dio, ‘p. t∞w eÈerges¤aw D. Chr. 11.130’, add ‘p.
t«n ¶rgvn ib. 145 fin. ’. Thus, ‘eÈyÁw t∞w yere¤aw (adv. c. gen.,
D. Chr. 7.69)’ should be added in LSJ, l. c. Note that the first
known use of eÈyÊw c. gen. appears in Dio, just like the first known
use of paraxr∞ma c. gen.: is that a coincidence, or was actually
Dio the first to use both adverbs with the genitive in a similar
sense?
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katacãv:
7.75: ka‹ ¶yhken §p‹ tØn trãpezan, katacÆsasa fÊlloiw épÚ
t«n kre«n: the meaning of katacãv (tØn trãpezan) is here ‘wipe
off, clean out, clear, empty it (Lat. detergo mensam)’. This meaning
should be added in LSJ, s. v. katacãv, 3., with a reference to Dio
7.75; ‘scrape down, toÁw to¤xouw’ (the closest example, LSJ, l. c.)
bears too strong a meaning for this passage of Dio.
makãriow:
7.11: éndrÚw makar¤ou: ‘rich, wealthy’. LSJ s. v. makãriow,
I. 2. give the more general rendering ‘prosperous’, but here makar¤ou is used in opposition to p°nhtew immediately above, and a
more particular meaning is required; so also in §107 and §145. Of
the examples listed in LSJ, I. 2. only Arist. EN 1157b21 ‘oﬂ
makãrioi opp. oﬂ §ndee›w’ comes somewhat close to the nuance of
the word in Dio, which may be added to the LSJ lemma, I. 2. : ‘opp.
p°nhw, wealthy, rich, D. Chr. 7.11, ib. 107, 145, cf. Arist. supra’. I
have not found examples of this nuance outside Dio’s Seventh Discourse: elsewhere in Dio (1.30, 3.128, 4.130) the word is used in its
original sense ‘blessed, fortunate’.
metaxeir¤zomai:
7.111: ên ti metaxeir¤zhtai toioËton, sc. ¶rgon, cf. §110 pçn
¶rgon, a collective term which includes the §rgas¤ai ka‹ t°xnai of
§109. Thus in LSJ, s. v. metaxeir¤zomai 4., besides ‘an art, study’
(which clearly refer to the fine arts and liberal studies, to judge
from the examples given), ‘a task, a job’ may be added.
moxyhrÒw:
7.137: oÎpote file› tå moxyhrå m°nein §p‹ to›w aÈto›w: LSJ,
s. v. moxyhrÒw, II. give ‘knavish, rascally’ which is rather weak for
this case; a stronger word like ‘vicious, wicked’ (cf. Lat. pravus, depravatus) is clearly needed for D. Chr. 7.137 (where tå moxyhrã is
used as an abstract substantive, ‘vices’, ‘wickedness’).
oﬁstrãv:
7.134: oﬁstr«ntaw ka‹ ékolãstouw ényr≈pouw: LSJ, s. v.
oﬁstrãv, I. (fin.) comment ‘of sexual passion’ and give examples
from Iamb., Ael., and Luc., but certainly Dio’s example (7.134) is
earlier than those mentioned; in any case, it would seem that this
use of the verb appears in Hellenistic times (with Theoc. 6.28).
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ÙrfanÒw:
7.114: µ misyoË tityeÊs˙ pa›da t«n Ùrfan«n: probably a m o t h e r l e s s child is meant. LSJ s. v. ÙrfanÒw acknowledge only the
meanings ‘without parents’ and ‘fatherless’ and in II. 1. cite examples only for ÙrfanÚw patrÒw. But in E. Ph. 988 (mhtrÚw sterhye‹w
ÙrfanÒw t’ épozuge¤w) and presumably also here (7.114), ÙrfanÒw
is used in the particular sense of ‘motherless’, which should be
added to LSJ.
poikiltikÆ:
7.117: ka‹ poikiltikª pãs˙: the rendering ‘embroidery’ (LSJ
s. v. poikiltikÆ) applies only to §sy∞tow, but is unsuitable for
trix«n ka‹ xrvtÒw, especially when §gxoÊs˙ ka‹ cimuy¤ƒ ka‹ pçsi
farmãkoiw follow next in immediate relation. In Dio’s passage,
which is not cited in LSJ, the term poikiltikÆ is used by a kind of
syllepsis and acquires a more general sense, ‘the art of adorning’.
prosvfel°v:
7.148: ëte oÈd¢n aÈtoÁw dunam°nvn t«n speirãntvn prosvfele›n: LSJ, s. v. prosvfel°v note rightly ‘help, assist besides’. But
in Dio’s passage (7.148), if pros- carries any special force5, it must
signify addition in a t e m p o r a l sense, ‘any longer, any further’.
pt°riw / pter¤w:
7.75: kayarån pter¤da: a reference to D. Chr. 7.75 has been
added to the Supplement (1968) of LSJ, s. v. pter¤w (-¤dow) or pt°riw
(-evw), without mentioning that the acc. form pter¤da occurs o n l y
in this passage of Dio. LSJ give ‘acc. pt°rin Dsc. 4.185’, which
actually is the only acc. form commonly used in Greek Literature:
cf. also Epich. fr. 158.8 K.-A. (161.3 Kaibel), Theoc. 5.58,
Paus. 10.5.10 (and other late writers, e. g. Archigenes, Polyaenus
[Hist.], Oribasius, Aëtius).
sufeÒw:
7.73 (fin.): poiÆsaw . . . sufeÒn: after Homer and Parthenios it is Dio who makes use of the word sufeÒw, and a reference

5) Note that in some cases, especially in poetry (e. g. E. Alc. 41 prosvfele›n,
Med. 611 prosvf°lhma), pros- seems rather weakened and perfunctory.
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to him should be added in LSJ, s. v. So, ‘D. Chr. 7.73, cf. 8.24,
30.33’.
trugÆtria:
7.114: trugÆtria: a fem. of trughtÆr (-tÆw) ‘grape-picker’. LSJ,
s. v. trugÆtria, give an example from Demosthenes and then from
Pollux (2nd c. AD); D. Chr. (7.114) is earlier than Pollux.
Íperbãllomai:
7.72: §g∆ m°n, . . . oÈd¢n Íperbãllomai: “indeed it is not I who
delay in any respect, or: for my part I am not causing any delay at
all”. This is very probably what the hunter says here, with the verb
used absolutely as in LSJ, s. v. Íperbãllv, B. Med., II., where the
examples cited come from Herodotus, Plato and Aristoteles, and a
reference to D. Chr. 7.72 might be added. J. W. Cohoon, in the
Loeb series, translates this passage with “it is not I who am delaying you”, assuming that Íperbãllomai has a pers. obj. (se), a construction which does not appear in LSJ, l. c., nor is it found in the
TLG. W. Elliger6 translates (ad. loc.) ‘nicht ich bin es, . . . der die
Hochzeit hinauszögert’, with an impers. obj. (toÁw gãmouw) supplied from the context (cf. ib. §70) – a construction which i s possible according to LSJ, l. c., but does not seem to be the case here:
(a) to supply an object (toÁw gãmouw) from as far above as §70
would be stylistically very awkward; (b) oÈd¢n Íperbãllomai is
said here in a general sense (see my translation above) and the specification toÁw gãmouw should have been mentioned here, had the
speaker intended to emphasize the wedding.
fyãnv:
7.29: oÈk ín fyãnoimen ëpantew . . . diarpãsantew: “we will
soon be snatching, we will inevitably end up snatching (lit. we
couldn’t be too quick to snatch)”; fyãnv c. part. aor. is used here
to express something logically consequent or inevitable. LSJ, s. v.
fyãnv, IV. 2. b. (fin.) cite one example of fyãnv with aorist participle in this sense, Luc. Tox. 2; Dio 7.29 must be added here. In
IV. 2. a. (fin.) LSJ give one further example of fyãnv with aorist
participle, again from Lucian (Vit. Auct. 26), but this time in a different sense, to express a strong exhortation. It seems therefore that
6) Dion Chrysostomos: Sämtliche Reden, Zürich und Stuttgart 1967.
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the use of fyãnv with aorist participle, in either sense, appears first
in the Imperial Age (Dio: 1st c. AD; Lucian: 2nd c. AD). As for oÈk
ín fyãnoite with present participle, two more examples can be added to LSJ: Xen. Mem. 3.11.1 (strong exhortation, LSJ, IV. 2. a.),
D. Chr. 12.62 (logical consequence, LSJ, IV. 2. b.).
…w:
7.118: . . . …w prÚw toÁw plous¤ouw ≤me›w égvnizÒmeya: the
transmitted text presents no problems, and there is no reason to
emend …w into oÂw, as does von Arnim following Selden (Russell,
Cohoon and G. de Budé all keep …w). …w here = §pe¤, Lat. namque,
‘(inasmuch) as, since’. The examples in LSJ of …w in this use (s. v., B.
IV. 1.) are all poetical, whereas causal …w is common in Attic prose,
e. g. Pl. Prt. 335d d°omai oÔn sou parame›nai ≤m›n: …w §g∆ oÈd' ín
•nÚw ¥dion ékoÊsaimi µ soË, cf. Lys. 14.41, D. 52.33. This should be
indicated in LSJ, l. c., and D. Chr. 7.118 is an instance of this use of
…w in the later prose.
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